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Abstract
Speech control is still mainly evaluated through statistical performance measures (recognition rate, insertion rate, etc.) considering the performance of a speech recognizer under laboratory or artificial noise conditions. All these measures give no idea about the practical usability of a speech interface, since practical aspects concern more than operational aspects of the speech recognizer inside a product. Since it was felt, that no evaluation standard so far fulfills the practical requirements for speech controlled products, this paper aims in the establishment of an open design- and evaluation standard for speech control concepts in real-world scenarios.

First, the behaviour of the users and the normal environmental conditions (typical noises) were evaluated in usability experiments. Data recordings were conducted, trying to capture these typical usage requirements in a special corpus (Apollo-corpus). Finally, a set of standard desktop-, as well as embedded speech recognizers were tested for their performance under these real world conditions.

1. Introduction
Bosch und Siemens Hausgeräte GmbH (BSH) planned to implement a speech control into an extractor hood. According to conventional user interfaces, the customer was meant to demand 100% functionality under all circumstances. Literature on speech recognition systems reported a recognition rate better than 90%, but first experiments with available solutions were felt to have even worse performance under real-world conditions.

An objective evaluation failed in adequate data, because the databases available for recognizer training and evaluation were mainly made for telephony applications [1], [3] or in-vehicle navigation [2], or suitable commands for control of home appliances were missing [4]. Only a few of the databases were containing real noises [3], the rest of the speech community reports real-world experiments with artificially added noise [7], [8].

So, BSH had to find an own solution to this problem.

2. Ergonomical aspects of product design for speech controlled devices
In order to find out more about a users acceptance level for recognition accuracy and about typical user behaviour, BSH built a usability lab with an implemented kitchen in L-shape, that can be modified by moveable walls into a small room (14 sqm) or a large room (24 sqm). In order to get a realistic acoustical environment with numerous reflections, the floor was covered with laminate and the walls were partly tiled.

A representative test group of persons was selected by age, sex, education and income. The behaviour of these subjects against the speech controlled device was tested in three situations (first contact, real cooking situation, recapitulation). In order to get reliable results concerning the acceptance of different recognition rates, a Wizard-of-Oz experiment was conducted by controlling the extractor hood manually over a computer programm that was designed to artificially reducing the human 100% recognition accuracy down from 95 % to 70 % in 5% steps. Each subject was confronted during the whole test with one constant recognition accuracy only.
3. Data acquisition and preprocessing – the Apollo corpus

Based on the experiences resulting from usability study, a real-world scenario for home speech control applications was elaborated, that defined the recording conditions for the evaluation data.

3.1. Requirements for evaluation data

First of all, a set of 17 connected word commands were chosen for the control of the device, all starting with the keyword “Apollo”. These utterances were recorded in three repetitions under 5 different environmental conditions (silence, moderate and intense exhauster level, dishwasher and radio speaker background), in order to test typical noises with varying stationarity.

The subjects’ positions in the laboratory were varied between position a) to d) from the previous usability experiments (view figure 2).

A total of 45 subjects were recorded, that were carefully chosen by age, sex and dialect. The speakers were asked to speak dialect. The recordings collected a total number of 1020 utterances per subject, resulting in a total recording time of 4 hours per session.

3.2. Data acquisition

The recordings collected simultaneously 8 audio-channels from 8 different microphones, positioned at different points in the kitchen. There were three microphones (M1, M3, M5) positioned at the hood, one inbuilt and one decoupled from the hood, with directional characteristics. A high quality directional microphone (M3) was placed on a static as a reference directly above the hood. In the centre of the laboratory, a microphone with spheric characteristics was placed on the ceiling (M2). The subject was carrying a radio headset for the recording of one channel of clean reference data (M4). Finally, hotspot microphones with hypercardioid characteristics were placed above the three remaining speaker positions (M6-M8), in order to collect data for sound enhancement measures later on.

For each microphone, the sound level was calibrated and remained constant through the whole recordings. For compensation measures for bad SNRs at different positions, data was continuously recorded with 24 Bits data width at 48 kHz sampling frequency.

In order to capture the background conditions in the speech prompts, the recordings were made continuously, and a semi-automatic prompting over screen forced the subjects to sustain pauses of three seconds between the phrases, that allowed for later segmentation without cutting the echos and providing sufficient pauses before and after each utterance.

In order to avoid learning effects, the order of the prompts was randomized. Quality control was carried out by the recording executive. Whenever an error was made, the prompt was re-recorded again.

Since the lab was placed in a business building and no special sound isolation was provided, the data is contaminated with real world noises differing from the wanted ones (cellular phone, machine noise, hammer, traffic, and subjects noises like smacks, rustling of clothes, scratching etc.).

3.3. Data postprocessing

After recording, the raw data was converted to the target format (16 Bit, 44.1 kHz, mono, wav-Format) and cut into utterances. A set of automated tools allowed identical processing for all 8 channels.

Three control stages were carried out for error localisation, documentation and categorization of unwanted noises as well as general characteristics of the speech data, and the detection and repair of processing errors (content of a file, length of pre- and post utterance pauses etc.). For each of the speakers, the following information were finally documented: age, sex, origin and dialect, and some general description. This was done to ease later selections at the database.

The data was burned to a set of 45 DVD. In all, a number of 293,662 files, and an amount of 180 GByte data were processed in a period of 6 weeks.

Additional data for insertion tests containing 4 h of speech (talks) and 10 h of radio-recordings (speech and music) were collected in the same recording conditions.

4. Evaluation environment

4.1. Test configuration and requirements

The test environment was designed to have universal conditions for a large variety of test objects – for embedded solutions as well as for PC-based recognizers. Therefore, the control PC and the test object are independent devices communicating only by standard cable interfaces.

A test object had to fulfill the following requirements:

- Always listening, no push-to-talk. The recognition result was transmitted via serial interface.
The audio level on the cable (with the test object connected) was 100 mV peak voltage for a reference audio file (sinusoid, -6 dB peak value).

- Reply only complete commands, no parts of them. In our case the 17 German command sequences.

During the pause after a spoken command the Testmanager still accepted received strings as recognition results. Thus with the length of the pause wave (e), a defined reaction time period could be realized. The Testmanager received the recognition results at the serial port of the control PC. Each string separated by <ASCII '013' '010'> was interpreted as a result and logged into a test protocol with the following parameters:

- ID of test object
- current audio file
- absolute start time of playing
- recognition result (received string)
- time delay (start time to end of result in ms)

Figure 4: Structure of the audio signal in the positive test: pause wave with background noise I (a), test wave with background noise I (with pause before spoken command (b), spoken command (c), pause after spoken command (d)) and pause wave with background noise II (e).

5. Experimental results

Five software only and three hardware embedded recognizers took part in the evaluation. Altogether 45,900 spoken commands and 14 hour insertion data were provided to each test object. This corresponds to 5 days and 2 hours netto test duration per test object.

5.1. Evaluation criteria

For the evaluation, the logfile of the Testmanager (text format) was imported into a standard database. Each command, consisting of a three word sequence, was regarded as a "word" in the sense of the commonly used evaluation criteria like Word Error Rate [5], [6]. The answers of the recognizers were divided into four categories:

OK: Correct, the spoken command (c) was correctly recognized within the period (c) to (e).

SUB: Substitution, a wrong command instead of the spoken one was recognized within the period (c) to (e).

DEL: Missed, no command was recognized within the period (c) to (e) though a command was spoken.

INS: Insertion, an additional command was recognized. Thus in the positive test, an INS always had to be preceded by an OK or a SUB. In the insertion test each result was an INS.

The recognition rate RR is calculated in percent (the correct recognitions related to the number of spoken commands):
The test duration is given in hours, thus the insertion rate \( IR \) results in \( \text{INS} / \text{hour} \).

\[
IR = \frac{\text{INS}}{\text{test duration}}
\]

(2)

5.2. Results

Though it was the original intention to determine the recognition rates of the test objects, the results had to be considered from many points of view. This was necessary in order to separate influences from different environmental conditions. Figures 5 to 7 demonstrate examples of typical results. The recognition rates varied in a wide range depending on background noise and speaker position. Only in silence and in position a) (close to the microphone) the recognizers achieved recognition rates comparable to those claimed in data sheets or literature. A dramatic decrease was found for far speaker positions and for speechlike noise (radio). This behaviour was common to all test objects.

The insertion rates were considerably different for the recognizers (Figure 7). The best test object had only 1.7 insertions per hour, the worst 141. There was a tendency towards a coherence of high recognition rates and high insertion rates. The answer delay differed between the test objects. In the answer slot of ca. 4…5 seconds (Figure 4) the fastest test object was in average 1.7 seconds better than the slowest. A little bit surprising was the fact, that state of the art embedded systems, which were adapted to the application, achieved recognition rates in the same range like the PC based systems.

6. Conclusions and future outlook

From the technical side we found a big gap between recognition rates coming from measurements in an experimental environment and in reality. The acceptable recognition rate of more than 85% stated in the usability experiment was never reached in real environments. This is mainly due to the transmission loss between the source of speech and the microphone. There is no lossless way for a later electronic repair of the disturbed signal, since there are many different signal- and room situations and there is no sufficient knowledge of all the kinds of interfering noises. Therefore, effort will be spent to bring microphone and speaker together more tightly or to find a solution for speaker isolation (microphone arrays). Speaker presence can be detected by additional sensors (PTT-strategies). All these approaches will be subject of future activities.
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